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Abstract: Scholars have often noted the confused geography of Prospero’s island. Although

presumably situated somewhere between Naples and Tunis, the island owes as much to

voyagers’ accounts of the “still-vex’d Bermoothes” as it does to any Mediterranean source. This

paper examines The Tempest as a response to yet another set of geographical coordinates, the

world configured by centuries of interdynastic marriages that wove the nobility of Europe into a

vast, often dysfunctional, family. The backstory of Antonio’s treachery against his brother

Prospero engages the history of some of Europe’s most fractious marital alliances, those

linking the Milanese Sforzas to the Aragonese kings of Naples.
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Ferdinand’s courtship of Miranda offers a fantasy

alternative to those marriages, but one that drains

interdynastic marriage of its diplomatic function. At the

same time, the story of Caliban’s attempted rape of

Miranda engages an emerging debate in sixteenth-

century diplomatic theory: the question of whether

traditional diplomatic strategies such as arranged

marriages might work in a transoceanic context with

the indigenous peoples of the Americas.


